Using toric Cartan matrices as abelian gauge charges, we present a class of stringy fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) producing some recent experimental observed filling factor values. More precisely, we derive the corresponding Chern-Simons type models from M-theory compactified on four complex dimensional hyper-Kähler manifolds X 4 . These manifolds, which are viewed as target spaces of a particular N = 4 sigma model in two dimensions, are identified with the cotangent bundles over intersecting 2-dimensional toric varieties V 2 i according to toric Cartan matrices. Exploring results of string dualities, the presented FQHE can be obtained from D6-banes wrapping on such intersecting toric varieties and interacting with R-R gauge fields. This string theory realization provides a geometric interpretation of the filling factors in terms of toric and Euler characteristic topological data of the compactified geometry. Concretely, explicit bilayer models are worked out in some details.
Introduction
Considerable efforts have been devoted to study connections between the quantum theory of condensed matter physics and higher dimensional supergravity models embedded in ten dimensional string theory [1, 2, 3, 4] . Concretely, the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) describing the behavior of the two dimensional electronic system in the presence of an external magnetic field has been subject to some interest not only because of its experimental results related to material physics [5] , nor its connection with the recent developments in type II superstrings and M-theory compactifications [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] but also because of its relation to topological calculation using knot theory [11] .
It is recalled that the first proposed class of the fractional quantum states was proposed by Laughlin and it is characterized by the filling factor ν L = 1 k where k is an even integer for a bosonic electron and an odd integer for a fermionic electron [12, 13] . At low energy, the corresponding physical system can be described by a 3-dimensional Chern-Simons (CS) theory, with U(1) gauge symmetry, coupled to an external electromagnetic fieldÃ controlled by the following effective action
Here A µ is the dynamical gauge field and q is the electron charge. Following the Susskind approach and searching for extended models, it is not difficult to see that the most general fractional quantum Hall systems, including (1), can be given by an effective gauge given by the action
where now K ij is a real, symmetric and invertible matrix (det K = 0). q i is a vector of charges. The emergence of the K ij matrix and the q i charge vector in this effective field action are very suggestive in the sense that, besides their Lie algebra interpretation, they can be used to embed the corresponding gauge theory in type II superstrings and M-theory compactifications. In fact, integrating over the gauge fields A i = dx µ A i µ in the same way as in the Susskind model, one can get the filling factor expression
This equation may be thought of as a compact unified description of several kinds of fractional quantum Hall series recovering the the most usual ones. In string theory for instance, the matrix charge K encodes many geometrical and topological properties of the singular compactified manifolds. A close inspection shows that this matrix encapsulates information of the corresponding topological invariants including the Euler characteristic of cycles on which D-branes can wrap. The deformation of such singularities consists on replacing the singularity by a collection of intersecting complex curves, identified with one complex dimensional projective CP 1 . In this way, the intersection matrices of such complex curves, up to some details, are given the ADE Cartan matrices. This link has been based on a nice correspondence between the ADE root systems and CP 1 's used in the deformation of ADE singularities. Concretely, to each simple root α i , one associates a single complex curve CP 1 i . This connection between ADE singularities and Lie algebras has been used to embed FQHE in string theory and related models using D-brane physics [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .
Toric geometry, used in string theory, reveals that the CS matrix charges K can be identified with the Mori vectors encoding the geometric properties associated with intersection theory of the compactified geometry. Thus, appropriate choices of K ij could determine the filling factor values obtained recently in theoretical and experimental works.
More recently, a topological method based on knot theory has been used to determine filling factors in FQHE senario [11] . This may open a new window for topological calculations including the Euler characteristic, which has been used in various places in physics.
In particular, it has been used in the context of four dimensional black hole by imposing constraints on the corresponding horizon geometries [14] .
The aim of this work is to combine toric geometry and topological invariants of M-theory compactification to determine filling factors of a class of stringy fractional quantum Hall effect (SFQHE). Concretely, we investigate CS type models from M-theory compactified on four complex dimensional hyper-Kähler manifolds X 4 . The manifolds are viewed as target spaces of N = 4 sigma model in two dimensions. They are defined as the cotangent bundle over intersecting 2-dimensional complex toric varieties V 2 . The corresponding intersection geometry is controlled by toric Cartan matrices, which can be considered as CS abelian gauge charges. Using a string duality, the presented FQHE can be derived from wrapped D6-branes on 4-cycles interacting with R-R gauge fields. Inspired by toric geometry, the associated filling factors will be given in terms of the intersection numbers of intersecting V 2 i using Euler characteristic calculation based on graph theory method. These numbers are entries of toric Cartan matrices extending the usual ones appearing in certain Lie algebras associated with CP 1 's considered as the building block of higher dimensional toric manifolds. Explicit bilayer models, producing some recent observation of the filling factor values [15, 16] , are worked out.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the stringy realization of FQHE systems. Combining toric geometry and topological calculation, section 3 proposes a class of toric Cartan matrices as gauge charges of CS models. In section 4, we present a M-theory description of FQHE systems using string duality. 
String theory description of FQHE
As mentioned in the introduction, the first proposed series of the fractional quantum states was given by Laughlin. At low energy, this physical system can be modeled by a 3-dimensional U(1) CS theory coupled to an external electromagnetic fieldÃ. It has been remarked that this system can be engineered using solitonic D-branes of type II superstrings interacting with a NS-NS B-field [1, 2] . When the B-field is turned on, a non commutative geometry description can be explored to engineer FQHE systems [3] .
The field action given in (2) can be derived from the compactification of type IIA superstring theory on local K3 surfaces identified with the ALE spaces. More precisely, a type IIA brane realization of FQHS in terms of D4-branes has been proposed in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .
This has been inspired by the study of quiver gauge theories arising on the world-volume of D4-branes wrapping intersecting 2-spheres CP 
where
It is observed that there are two different ways in which the D4-brane is wrapped on each CP 1 . In fact, this can be supported by the fourth homotopy group Π 4 (CP 1 ) = Z 2 . Indeed, if we wrap a D4-brane over such a geometry, one gets two possible D2-brane states. Each one is associated with an equivalent class of the Z 2 symmetry.
It has been shown that the wrapped D4-brane over a CP 1 is sensitive to the Z 2 symmetry.
It carries two charges given by ±1. A general value of the charge ±q can also be obtained by wrapping a D4-brane q times over a CP 1 i in two possible orientations. This procedure produces membranes playing the role of the magnetic source found in six dimensions. These objects should be placed perpendicularly to the uncompactified part of the world-volume of D4-branes. Usually, on the corresponding world-volume lives U(1) n gauge theory. In this realization, the q i charges play the same role as the D6-brane ones in ten dimensions and can be interpreted as the vector charges of D-particles living on the corresponding space-time. It has been realized that the full brane system can be described by the U(1) n CS gauge theory with the action given by (2) . In this way, the matrix K ij encodes many geometric data of string theory compactified on local backgrounds through the intersection numbers of the 2-cycles embedded in ALE spaces. Up to some details, these intersection numbers can be identified with the entries of Cartan matrices of certain Lie algebras. According to [17, 18, 19] , the possible forms of the matrix K may be grouped basically into three categories. They are classified as follows:
1. finite dimensional Lie algebras, 2. affine Lie algebras,
indefinite Lie algebras.
This classification has been explored to engineer the associated classes of FQHE systems as reported in [7, 8] .
The rest of this paper aims to go beyond of such classes by relaxing certain constraints on
Cartan matrices of such Lie algebras. Concretely, we use toric geometry to determine filling factors of a class of FQHE by considering new CS matrix charges derived from M-theory compactification. We will refer to them as toric Cartan matrices. The computation will be made in the context of M-theory compactification on four complex dimensional hyper-Kähler manifolds. These manifolds will be built using N = 4 sigma model in two dimensions.
Toric Cartan matrices as CS gauge charges
The aim of this section is to propose toric Cartan matrices as CS gauge charges by combining toric geometry and topological invariants of the M-theory compactification. It is recalled that toric geometry is considered as a powerful tool to build complex Calabi-Yau manifolds explored in string theory and F-theory in lower dimensions [19, 20, 22, 21] . In the recent years, several toric Calabi-Yau manifolds have been constructed producing interesting geometries used in the elaboration of physical systems closed to standard model physics. Roughly, dcomplex dimensional toric manifold, which we denote as M d △ , is obtained by considering the (d + r)-dimensional complex spaces C d+r , parameterized by homogenous coordinates {z = (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , ..., z n+r )}, and r toric transformations T a acting on the z i 's as follows
Here, λ a 's are r non zero complex parameters. In this method, q a i are integers called Mori vectors encoding several geometrical and topological information on the corresponding manifold. These data have been used and explored in many physical problems including in the ones appearing in string theory and related topics. The powerful point of this method is the graphic representation. In this way, the manifold is generally represented by an integral polytope ∆, known by toric diagram, spanned by (d + r) vertices v i of the standard lattice Z d . In this way, the relevant pieces are the toric data {v i , q a i }. In fact, they should satisfy the following r relations
A close inspection shows that the Mori vectors q a i find many places not only in in mathematics, but also in physics. We quote some possible links:
1. in connection with two dimensional field theory, the q a i integers are interpreted, in the N = 2 gauged linear sigma model as the U (1) r gauge charges of N = 2 chiral multiplets, 2. from intersection theory, they have also a nice geometric interpretation in terms of the intersections of complex curves C a and divisors
3. they encode also information on topological invariants including the Euler characteristic of the corresponding middle cohomology.
In lower dimensional toric manifolds, including the K3 surfaces, the two last links are related to Lie algebras. Deleting the non compact divisors, the Mori vectors, up some details, can be identified with Cartan matrices of certain Lie algebras. To see the relation with toric geometry, it is useful to recall that for a semi-simple Lie algebra, the Cartan matrices usually denoted by K have the following properties:
1. the diagonal entries K ii take the same positive integer 2, 2. all off-diagonal entries K ij can only take the non-positive integers, 
Following [18, 19] , finite Lie algebras are used in the engineering of non abelian gauge theories while affine are infinite dimensional ones playing an important role in dealing with conformal invariance and critical phenomena. The indefinite sector is the biggest and its role is still unclear in physics. There are few works dealing with the corresponding field theoretical realization.
In string theory, the most important application of Cartan matrices is the relation with the intersection of the complex curves inside the K3 surfaces on which D-branes can wrap to produce quiver gauge theories. Deleting non compact divisors, the intersection matrix for two complex curves CP 
The diagonal entries describing the self intersection of one dimensional projective space CP 1 i reads as
where χ(CP 1 i ) denotes their Euler characteristics. I ij depends on the geometry in question. It is recalled that in the case of A n singularity, this matrix takes the following form
Motivated from the fact that CP 1 is the building block of higher dimensional of toric manifolds, we will present models going beyond such a link, which will be explored in the calculation of the filling factors of a class of FQHE. In particular, we use toric geometry to compute such factors in the context of M-theory compactification. In fact, M-theory motives us to consider manifolds X with the following relaxing condition
In connection with topological calculation, it is recalled that the Euler characteristic can be obtained from graph theory associated with the geometric triangulation. For a planar graph theory, this quantity takes the form
where v, e, f indicate the number of vertices, edges and faces respectively [23] . In what follows, we consider geometries with the following constraints
theory compactification requires us to consider higher dimensional toric manifolds as a possible generalization of CP 1 . The latter is defined by r = 1 and the vector charge q i = (1, 1). It is represented by two vertices v 1 and v 2 satisfying the following constraint toric equation
In toric geometry language, CP 1 is represented by a toric graph identified with an interval 
In what follows, we combine toric geometry and topological invariants to compute filling factors of FQHE embedded in M-theory compactification. More concretely, we consider the following toric Cartan matrices
They will be identified as CS gauge charges to compute the corresponding filling factors. As in the case of CP 1 's, the intersection numbers should take the following form
which will be argued in the coming sections.
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In this section, we investigate a class of quiver gauge theories describing multilayered states in FQHE from toric geometry used in string theory compactification. In this way, the corresponding matrix charges can take values which are different from the ones appearing in the Cartan matrices of Lie algebras (finite, affine and indefinite) associated with CP 1 . Instead of having K ii = χ(CP 1 ) = 2, we will consider arbitrary integers associated with the Euler characteristic of two dimensional toric varieties V 2 . To start, we recall first that very little is known about the application of such matrices in string theory compactification. For this reason, the general study is beyond the scope of the present work, though we will consider some examples dealing with three dimensional CS gauge theories with toric Cartan matrices given by (16) , as matrix gauge charge. We will see that these models can be embedded in M-theory on four complex dimensional hyper-Kähler manifolds X 4 associated with the following decomposition
Here, X 4 will be identified with the cotangent bundle over intersecting two dimensional toric varieties V 2 . A very nice way to discuss such geometries is to use the technics of N = 4 sigma model in two dimensions and its relation to toric geometry. In this way, the geometries, that will be used, are realized as the moduli space of N = 4 supersymmetric U(1) r gauge theory in two dimensions with (r + 2) hyper-multiplets. These physical ingredients give the dimension of the space (4(r + 2 − r) = 8) on which M-theory will be compactified [24] . The corresponding geometries are solutions of the following D-flatness condition
where Q a i is the sigma model matrix charge. φ α i 's (α = 1, 2) denote the component field doublets of each hypermultiplets (i = 1 . . . , r + 2). ξ a are the Fayet-Iliopolos (FI) 3-vector couplings rotated by SU (2) V 2 )) . Moreover, the intersection theory assigns the intersection number to complex surfaces inside of these eight real dimensional hyperKähler manifolds. Regarding V 2 as the zero section of T * (V 2 ) and using toric geometry ideas, the self-intersection number, being equal to the Euler characteristic of V 2 , reads as
Combining toric geometry and topology, we can compute such a quantity. For simplicity reason, we consider a class of V 2 having a planar toric graph. Identifying such a toric graph with the one used for computing the Euler characteristic, we can compute χ(V 2 ). For some physical reason, we will consider toric manifolds with the following constraint
This constraint can be understood as a duality in two dimensions. In this way, the above equation reduces to
where n is no longer restricted to 2 as in the case of one dimensional toric CP 1 associated
with Cartan matrices of certain Lie algebras. It describes the number of vertices of ∆(V 2 ).
In the general case corresponding to the U(1) r gauge theory, eqs(20) describe the cotangent bundle over r intersecting V 2 's. This geometry may extend the intersecting 2-cycles in ALE spaces classified by Lie algebras used in the geometric engineering method of the quantum field theory [18, 19] . Assuming that
This shows that the self-intersection number of V 2 i is n and
Having constructed the M-theory background, we move now to get the corresponding CS gauge theories. Using M-theory/Type IIA duality, the U(1) r CS models controlled by the action (2) can be derived from D6-branes wrapping on such intersecting geometries filling the 3-dimensional Minkowski space on which FQHE will reside. To get an effective theory of a hierarchical description, let us first start with a CS theory with a single U(1) gauge symmetry. In this realization, the WZ action, associated with a D6-brane, reads as
where A 1 and A 3 are the RR 3-form coupled to the D0-brane and D2-brane respectively.
Integrating by part and ignoring the D0-brane contributions, the D6 brane WZ action can be reduced to
Integrating over one single (V 2 ), one can obtain the first CS term of eq.(1) namely
where k is now identified with 1 2π V 2 (dA) 4 . To couple the system to an external magnetic field, we should add the RR 5-form A 5 sourced by a solitonic D4-brane being dual to a D2-brane. The decomposition of this field gives
It is worth noting thatÃ is an U(1) gauge field which can be obtained from the dimensional reduction of the RR 5-form on V 2 while ω is a harmonic 4-form on it. In this representation, the WZ term A 5 ∧ F on a D6-brane produces the following term
The gauge fieldÃ can be interpreted now as a magnetic external gauge field which couples to the studied FQHE systems. This analysis can be extended to a CS gauge theory with several U(1) gauge factors. This system can be modeled from a stack of D6-branes wrapping individually intersecting the V 2 's. Such 4-cycles can be realized as the middle cohomology of X 4 . In this way, the external magnetic source can be identified by a linear combination of
where V 2 i denote a basis of H 4 (X 4 , Z). In the rest, we present concrete examples corresponding to the famous values of the filling factor of bilayer systems associated with U(1) × U(1) quiver CS gauge theory. We treat a particular value associated with ν = 
The vector charge q i = (1, 0) recovers the above value of the filling factor. The second example concerns a bilayer system corresponding to U(1) × U(1) quiver gauge theory with the following toric Cartan matrix
This matrix is associated with intersecting two generic toric manifold V 2 , with n vertices, at CP 1 . It is recalled that this includes the so called del Pezzo surface obtained by blowing up CP 2 . To avoid toric geometry problems, we consider only toric ones. Evaluating (3) for the
This is a general expression containing some known values. In particular, taking n = 3, one recovers again the famous value 
More on the filling factor expressions
Other interesting filling factor values can be modeled by considering complicated geometries associated with connected sum of complex curves. Taking a connected sum of n torii T 2 , denoted Σ n , the corresponding Euler characteristic reads as
Assuming that the intersection, in M-theory compactification, is homotopic to such a connected sum and after a scaling factor, we expect to have the following intersecting number
It is noted that the subsequence of the Jain's series can be derived using such intersection numbers. Indeed, the filling factor value
can be obtained by taking the components of the vector charge as 1 and 0 and the following toric Cartan matrix charge
The corresponding filling factor can be derived from two D6-branes wrapping on two intersecting toric varieties represented by a toric diagram having n vertices. Using the fact
associated with single layer FQH states, we can make contact with recent observed values.
Indeed, the first filling factor ν 1 = n−2 2n−1 contains some experimentally observed fractional values of the filling factor [15, 16] . The second filling factor ν 2 = 2 2n−1 involves also some known series used in the study of the trial functions explored in the study of FQHE appearing in the graphene material physics. In fact, these types of solutions have been proposed first by Laughlin in [25] , which have been generalized by Halperin. This has been used in order to deal with multi-components with SU(K) local symmetries [26] . Inspired by the Halperin analysis on the study of the trial wave functions (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) of QHE, we can recover some result corresponding to the graphene physics. Concretely, the value ν 2 = 2 2n−1 has been found in the study of the (n, n, n − 1) trial wave functions given in [27] . It is interesting to note that one can also recover Laughlin's wave functions.
Conclusion and discussion
In this work, we have built a SFQHE with toric Cartan matrices as abelian CS gauge charges.
More precisely, we have investigated CS type models from M-theory compactified on four complex dimensional hyper-Kähler manifolds X 4 . The corresponding manifolds are viewed as target spaces of N = 4 sigma model in two dimensions. In particular, we have considered the cotangent bundle over intersecting 2-dimensional complex toric varieties V 2 associated with toric Cartan matrices. Using string/M-theory duality, FQHS can be obtained from wrapped D6-branes interacting with R-R gauge fields. We have interpreted the corresponding filling factors in terms of the intersections between two dimensional toric varieties V 2 i . Toric geometry and Euler characteristic topological calculations show that the corresponding intersection numbers are given in terms of toric Cartan matrices which can be thought of as a generalization class of Cartan matrices of Lie algebras, associated with the intersection of CP 1 's. Explicit models producing some known filling factor values have been elaborated.
In particular, we have analyzed in some detail the cases of bilayer systems. Using toric geometry, we have shown how the physical constraints on the corresponding M-theory on backgrounds can be related to Jain series.
This bilayer calculation could be pushed further by considering multilayered systems. In this way, the filling factor expressions depend on two relevant parameters n and r, namely
where r is the CS matrix charge size. For r = 3 associated with a tri-layer system, the matrix charge can take the following form Moody algebras. We hope to report on this issue in future works.
